Public Safety Tools: White-collar Violation & Crime Tracking System.

WHISTLEFIELD ™ is a public safety mobile alert App and one of several data-gathering applications in the V P TASK FORCE ™ Public Safety Tools software suite. Together the synergistic
aspects of the software system alert’s citizens of those whom present a public safety risk by their repeated exploitation of vulnerable persons and all citizens affected by unethical practices,
malpractice, fraud, harassment, abuse, negligence, violations of facility, business or professional standards or related civil breaches and alleged white-collar crimes. Victims include all citizens
and reporting features specially addresses the elderly, those with disabilities, children, victims of domestic violence, sexual harassment, bullying and related person crimes. The data convergence system also profiles and tracks offender behavior specific to white-collar ethical violations, civil breeches, compliance law violations, related crimes and collusion networks.

When To Use WHISTLEFIELD ™ : Whistle-blower and Field-data Convergence Mobile App.

Use as a WHISTLE when you choose to stand-up for your rights, report violations either as they occur to the perpetrator by referencing the VP TASK FORCE violations code
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referances or report offences anonymously. In each circumstance you can use the WHISTLEFIELD ™ mobile app to trigger the online circumstance reporting events. Use as a educational resource to inform someone who is violating your basic rights, rights which are secured by Federal Acts (backed by the Constitution), Statutory Laws, Occupational Ethics
Guidelines, CFR, FCC regulatory safeguards and many other related regulations relevant to dealing with persons or businesses whom are violating your public safety, civil, or basic
inalienable human rights.

Use as a FIELD data-gathering & reporting application to establish factual circumstantial events such as dates, times, locations and related objective event details. Additionally,
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establish direct evidence via recorded audio, video, photographs, document scanning relevant to alleged perpetrator, facilities or businesses whom are restricting your rights, committing violations, fraud or any type of misconduct that is a civil breach or crime defined by statutory law, professional ethics codes, federal acts, business compliance or facility
standards.
•
Scenario A: Facility Standards. as one actual example; if your restricted access from a family member at a Hospital or other care facility you can access the WhistleField App
type in “blocked hospital access” find the appropriate Code of Federal Regulation violation: (42 C.F.R. §483.10(j)(1)(vii) - Immediate family or other relatives of the resident rights) where the CFR views such restricted conduct as at odds with the Constitution, particularly relevant if it is a State funded facility. Mention the code that protects
your rights to see a family member or friend and that you will make a Citizens Report and log their violations in your mobile phone WHISTLEFIELD ™ application that
will transmit the date, time, event details and location to add to the citizens public safety database and CITIZEN SAFETY MAPS ™ if you choose to alert others by tacking the

event location to the safety alert maps and trigger online perpetrator tracking and profiling, Sherlock AI ™ data-curating research and have access to the AEGIS Reports :
Gamut Logistics & Trend Analysis Reporting System features. You can even trigger an email & print report to all those whom should be made aware of the event shortly after
it occurs or at anytime thereafter.
•

Scenario B: Professional Standards – Attorneys, doctors, financial services representatives or any white-collar business professional reporting feature. Example: If you or
someone you know has retained the services of an attorney or any professional bound by federal acts, statutory laws and their professions ethics codes and they are not representing the clients best interest or there are obvious conflicts of interest then you can use the WHISTLEFIELD ™Mobile App to directly look up the American Bar Association Model Rules and either explain the relevant breach to the attorney on the spot and/or make a field log of the event to report circumstances which may be useful at a later
date and to log occurrences in a citizens public safety database, start profile and tracking report in order to warn others whom may have had or may in the future face the same
circumstances.

•

Scenario C: Sexual Harassment or other workplace compliance violations can be reported. The same reporting sequence can be triggered as stated in Scenario A.

•

Scenario D: Bullies, harassers, those with malicious intent, those whom make threats, use extortion, fraud or any other means of undue influence. Again, the same reporting
sequence can be triggered as stated in Scenario A.
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In most cases any human rights violation or complaince circumstance that doesn’t require an emergency 911 response can be reported using any of the
Public Safety Tools.

VP Task Force ™ is currenty profiling inland northwest professional violations & white-collar crime events at www.corruptionmaps.com.
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